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Abstract
Since Ciauranga Mohanta's vision in "A Green Dove

has transcended particular tirne and place, it

symbol. He does not know how to compromise love

facts, nor does he want to know how to lose mystery

knowledge to be lost unattended and ignored in

expcrieuce and human sonsibility. The adventure of

delineates in his prosc poerns "The Tale of'Ever-

"Seli'-Division" with skilftrl handling of

sensibilities-sometimes passionate and sometimes

fbrtlr a new wonderland of serenity of vision where

and expectations, promises and performances are

warmth of mystic resonance. In fact, he has a promise.

otl.rers, to look at himsclf not merely in isolation

associatron with all expcriences of lif'e---sane or sinful,

or otherwise.

Gauranga Mohanta's collection of forty prose poems in

Green Dove in Silence" entails more than an act of 'doing':

the tlnal outcome of an amalgatnation of many lbculties

Mohanta have easily earned their attraction by dint of their

arrd hence can readily be chewed and digested by avid readers

Some poems are at times obscure, lbr sometimes the form,

writing, the language, and the imagery may have a private

poet, yet oonvey another aspect of experience to another. This

his creation, for even when he is obscure he is compelling.

poetry comes in discovery of the r-rnknown beneath the facade.
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